
Book Reception 

Kate Linker 

Contributions Special Notice 

Organization 

October 6. Thursday. 6-8 pm OuE TO AN INCREASE IN STOREFRONT S MAILING LIST. THE COST OF PRINTING AND MAILING OUR 

NEWSLETTERS M SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED. THEREFORE. TO THOSE OF YOU WHO WOULO LIKE 

TO REMAIN ON OUR MAILING. WE REQUEST A NOMINAL CONTRIBUTION OF $12 PER YEAR. PLEASE 

FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO STOREFRONT FOR ART AND 

Architecture. We appreciate your assistance. 

In VitoAcamci, «hr first book-length study of the inlernaoonally-acclaimed artist, Kate l-inkcr traces the artist's devel¬ 

opment from hb early laugiugr and performance works to his recent publicly-sited projects. Examining Acconci’% piv¬ 

otal and often notorious performance and installation pieces from the 1970s and early 1980s, linker describes them as 

attempts to ronstniel “spaces of the self," and explores their iraibformation into hb current socially-grounded, archi- 

tecturally-relaied public work. TTie roles of continental philosophy. 60s Interaction studies and architectural theory arr 

cited for their informing role in Accond’s polibcallv-engaged art pracorc, which b lucidly presented in a layout by 

graphic designer Judy Haim.Vito Areonci collaborated with Stcsen Holl on a building project that transformed the 

facade of Storefront in to a public space that has attracted numerous acclaims and visitor from world wide. 

Kate Linker is also the author of Uwt ft* Saji. Thi Hfouu iw Pmvusof liwafu hx 

Pubbcation party co-sponsored by Rizaob International Publications 

Mailing List Form 

Storefront for Art and Architecture 
r Kranurr Street, Nm York. NY IOOI2 

(since January 1,1994) 

COSTRJBl TORS ($30 or mort) 

Dmnu Adams, Also Architecture Studio, Danute J Rm^as 

Alekna, Douglas Gauthier, f\ul Guglvtta, James HorUm, 

Jrmgsub Km, Hand.I Landry, J F MciuhJJe Architect, Tab 

Miller, Jeffrey P Mila, Fnk Man, Tarty Schuman, Michael J 

Shamtfii, Dean S Sakamoto, Mark Smith, Rafael Bueno Jorge 

Sosa Team Construction Inc, Shlamo Sternberg, 

DONOR (550 or more) 

James & Gail Addas, Karen Fairbanks, Sheila Kennedy, 

IjTwrmce loeuvtger, Sa>U Marble, Elizabeth Meyer, James Moll, 

Shame O' Aal, Jama M Om.John Piper, Linda Poliak 

Architect, Stephen Pope, Alexander Radunsky. Ed Rawlings, 

\ULbrtgkm Reiter, Mormon Ra\enjeld Architects, .indreu Ross, 

Chip Sullaan, Troy Hot, 

SUSTA1NERS ($100 OR mort) 

Curds Cravens, Jeffrey Fox & Susana Tone, Shem M Geldm, 

Richard GUckman .irchxUcli, Claudia Gould, Richard Haas, 

Thomas Hamahtm & Victoria Meyers, Craig Konyk, lemis 

Muller, NEWSWEEK, Anthony PtUirrhu, Ptstncia Phillips, lee 

H Skobud Architecture, 

SPONSORS ($250 or more) 

Siah Armajmi, BenOiz Colemma, Kfml & Smiley, Barbara 

Pme, Ann Sperry, 

PATRONS ($500 or more) 

BENEFACTORS ($1,000 or mort) 

Storefront for Art A Architecture saoly announces 

THE OEATH OF Ms. DEBORAH NOROON OF THE 

Architecture/Punning/Oesign Program of the New 

York State Council on the Arts, during the tragic 

PLANE CRASH OF SEPTEMBER 8. Ms. NOROON WAS PASSION¬ 

ATELY COMMITTED TO THE FIELO OF ARCHITECTURE AND DEDI¬ 

CATED MUCH OF HER SHORT LIFE SUPPORTING INDIVIDUALS ANO 

ORGANIZATIONS WHOSE WORK AIMED TO ADVANCE THE FIELO. 

Her absence, will be oeeply felt by Storefront s staff 

ANO THE ARCHITECTURE COMMUNITY. WE OFFER OUR CONDO¬ 

LENCE TO HER FAMILY. FRIENDS ANO CLOSE ASSOCIATE Ms. 
Ann Van Ingen. 

1 October — 12 Not ember AfauGwi 
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Storuront for Art and Architecture 
97 Kftaarv Street. No. York. NY 10012 
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LOCAL CODE 
Thf. Constitution or a City at 42° N Laittudf. 

B.ll of R*h.. 

City D-fllru dial I enjoy thric civic of hi*: 

I lo a city free to rlabomr the b*Ji» of >U *»wn 

The nghf ol a*icmlJy, nprrurd m clow center* of .JJ *cJe* 

tliroiiflioui thr City. 

The n^lii 10 ituntjuiliiY 

Ihe nght to tafety 

llir right to free movement throughout thr City 

Thr ngbt to dwell m a cho»cn wcul arrangement, ofliwif 

adequate icopr lor telf'indivuiualion. Anonymity and 

flam hoy an cr both are to hr guarantor^ 

1 he nghf lo privacy, including the ngbt of non^partinpRlion 

The right to a habitation that provide* pi nature and cvmlon 

At a minimum tku wJJ include *pare, •unLgbt, frrth air. round 

conn ruction, and acre** to avadahlr domett* 

and communications tec UoLjy 

rhe right to human locu motion at the pnrilrjrd 

form of niobilify. 

The right to live in a delmeahle neighborhood which 

oiler* the mean* of katufartion of ail banc male rial nerdi 

wit bm eaiy com pas* of the dwelling place 
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way to cnnch (he possibilities of private diversity and identity and |0lns. at 

every turn, with fresh sites and opportunities to support the territories of 

compact The key is a building type that treats pubbe space as a zone with 

deep pockets out of which more space can be drawn and that configures pri¬ 

vate spice not simply as a realms of bounded isolation but as a condition of 

indeterminacy, a set of spaces that neither anoapite nor prescribe 

Shrooms The suburbs weren't all bad After all, the greenery 

was abundant and with It the opportunity for clean air and gardening and 

outdoor recreation, houses were large and susceptible to enlargement, open 

spaces buffered neighborhood from neighborhood; serpentine streets weaves 

ofT the gnd And they had their own dreams of happiness The nightmare 

charms us more today, the alienating democracy of absolute conformity, the 

uniform texture of the single use. the enforced privileging of the family and 

of jealous notion of the pnvate. the endless oblivious sprawl 

private to the sue which is to be freed of cars The small building strategy a meant 

groups both to esubhsh an intimate scale for the project as well as to suggest an aiu- 

ntenor tude toward governance Acknowledging that the bails for a pluralistic par 

iblc to bamentary democracy is coalition and consensus, we have proposed that the 

spaces for the parliamentary groups be obtained na the aggregation of 

diverse buildings, rather through the subdivision of larger si nurtures 
Spreebogen Our scheme proposes that the site become 

a distinct district within the aty. Since the site is of the scale of a neighbor 

hood, it seems appropriate that it be no less, that it resist the monoculture of 

a purely governmental preana. Accordingly we have provided a surfeit of 

building, well in excess of the mandated program Like the historical charac¬ 

ter of the area, the increment of building is relatively small: the site conuins 

only two very large objects; the Reichstag and a new train station at the 

nexus of new and old nil-lines meant as the main point of mechanical access 

The new vector enters the aty through its gaps, adding another layer, a fresh 

system of arculaoon and inhabitation Greenways flow through decaying 

blocks, creating an atmosphere of pubbe quietude, charged with the prospect 

of the pnvate New houses offer complex gradients of spatial progression Set 

in a meandering and verdant landscape of pubbe ways and allotment gardens, 

these slruaures bundle lofts and circulation around a central "green room" 

filled with spaces awaiting dcscnpiions by the unknown Atop each house sits 

This sense of plurality is vital, both to this project and to the idea of the 

multi cultural metropolis by this plurabty. 1 do ml mean a promiscuous 

Disneyfied juxtaposition of predigcaed urbanisms toefly wrested from (her 

ongmaJ contexts of meaning Rather, I mean simply that the projea of 

inventing the forms of the aty is not ya dead, that the formal repertoire for 

city making need not simply be drawn from the invdDtory of the past The 

new forms of the dly should be the genuine producu of artistry and ioven 

This projea treats the suburbs not as a place but as a condition seeking to 

iterate thar pleasures by itemerging with the aty. insinuaung a more com¬ 

plex relation of pnvate to pubbe and adding a new vector to the town Thus 

insuburbamzcd, the ary becomes greener and more malleable, finds a new 

lion and fully answerable to all the tests of meaning and pleasure to which j 

enfranchised aty dwellers ought to be entitled These new forms will propagate 

as vcaors. layering in to existing contexts and forming thar own modes of agree |> 

ment. thar own genetic mutations in encounters with the existing ussuc 5f 

At the mere maao level, we've added a canal to create an island evoking the 

nearby Spree Inscl. It also acatcs this long range of buildings with an arcade - 

\ the corridor of power - running through it. through the Reichstag and down to 

> Unter den Linden, a place for legislator* and constituents to stroll and meet The 

organization of the rest of the buildings is mainly around a senes of open spaces. 

7 * p-**® WU*> * ^,'uncI and each with i potential functional inflection (you 

should forgive the expression) The soodv of the spaces are meant to evoke - 

001 4P° * moo<k know. Here, a place with the big trees and paths of 

(gf k' J a Lincoln's Inn Field or a Harvard Yard Here, the Washington Mall, the big, 

pretty symmetrical, tree-lined, rather formal, lawn Here, surrounded by the 

chancellery and the Bundesrat. something a bilk dense and bosquey. Here, a 

* more Oi instead can or English Park Hoe. the cafes and ice oeam stands of - say 

- the Piazza Navona Here the busting and commeraal station square. This 

range of spaces is also intended to sippon gathering and demonstrations by 

crowds of many different sizes and to frustrate thar ready surveillance and coo- 

Weed. AZ ype for a small sustainable, 

post technological, post -automotive aty Located on an existing aruficul lake 

created by a dam on the lower Colorado River near Yuma, Weed occupies a por¬ 

tion of what is presently a very large military base The fantasy that sustains and 

enables the project • undertaken as a speculation - is one of conversion, both by 

the avibanizatioo of an enormous wasted v>tiaJ and territorial resource and by 

the invention of an urban morphology which is responsive to possibibties raised 

by ecological consciousness, by new modes of sustainable production and agricul¬ 

ture. and by the radical recording of relations of proximity brought on by the 

deluge of new instruments of artiGaal adjacency, by faxes, phones, computer 

nets, television, and the global culture in which they swim 

........ 

Weed is one look at the morphology of su 

the world and aspirations to basic self sc 

certain pnnaples of occupation and use, ^ 

ed at a particular convergence of landscape 

it rqccis the idea of a corrca architect 

with these pnnaples Dense and pedcstna 

thermal ponds and small farm plots, with ' 

Weed proposes a non-cocrdvc variety, a ci 

architecture, water landscape and agneuku 

the lines between them ambiguous It is 

scams as the sites where new forms and i 

. laced with water and greenery, with 

lir sails and an abundance of gardens, 

siruaurcd bke a loft, a city in which 

: are seen as continuous phenomena, 

aty that celebrates these phenomenal 

luuons can grow, new iphang, new 

ipauons 

Cities must change. Urban ecologies must be realigned with natural ones even as 

urban morphologies are transformed to support new ways of bring Arizona— 

from Taliesin to Arcosanu to Biosphere is an histone site of speculation of com 

munlty—is stressed today by an in migration of people who -abandoning failing 

aiics - seek to integrate their bring and working bves with more natural rhythms 

Weed is meant to be a place where the hacker and the farmer, the crafispcrson 

and the sacntist. the mechanic and the mist, find a lush and democratic space of 

convenience, sustainability, and pleasure which can support all kinds of activity 

and growth, both predictable and unennooned 

The Souks of Beirut An entry for a recent compe 

ution, this project is a proposition for tlir rebuilding of the destroyed Souks 

which were at the heart of the aty before the outbreak of ovil war It seeks to 

restore the atmosphere of the area without the literal rcsiorauon of its forms and 

to layer in new uses appropriate to a aty on the verge of the 21st century While 

rejecting literal histnriasrn, the project nonetheless preserves all cxisung arthitcc 

turc on the site and systematically takes imo account the memory of the architec 

lure that preceded it 

The projea - at a pivotal point between the historic area of the aty and a new 

development zone- also seeks to knit itself into the larger texture of Beirut by 

citabbshing a new kind of green Line" This sinewy, curving zone of density, 

pedestrunisin. and greenery traverses the vie - where It becomes an archipelago 

of garden topped pavilions sheltering a large produce market- and spreads into 

die dty beyond, propagating parks and adding its stltchcry to the repair of a tom 

aty. \ 

Spa Tokaj Undertaken as a feasibility speculation. Spa Toka| is a 

project for a small new town near Budapest. Hungary It expands upon an exist- 

ing idea for a recreational development based on the construction of new faohues 

for (be recently privatized Hungarian film industry Toka) augments dus program 

until it assume* the proportions of a town, adding housing, commerce, reac- 

ation, schools and other facilities necessary to support a local community It also 

adds another major use with along history hi the region a spa 

Tokaj. then, is a town dedicated to pleasure and health Holding thermal spa. 

hotels, medical faallUcs. casino, concert and theater center, |urb. tllm studio and 

museums, it's both prototype and fantasy Like Wc*d, It's careless and complex 

However, though it is far more rigorously programmed. It attempts a kind of 

utopia of production and enjoyment, taking what might have been merely a 

theme park and eLiboraung it into the rich contingcndrs of urbanity. 
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